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Detective Ashley Clark's quest to uncover the hidden secrets surrounding the ruby
pendant has led her to a planet within our solar system! With the help of a top-

secret organization known only as "The Agency", Ashley must now venture into a
mysterious world--a land of untold wonders and danger--in search of the answers

she seeks. Help Ashley discover the truth behind a series of mysterious
kidnappings, and uncover the sinister truth about the ruby pendant. Comes with
26-page Collector's Edition Art Book 95 & 107-page Full Color Manual DVD-ROM
with full-motion video Giant fold-out poster Includes a download code for the full

game. Trademarks/copyrights: All materials, names, descriptions and other
references to corporate entities, product names, trademarks and other similar
references are the property of their respective owners, and no admission or

transfer of any such ownership, copyright or other intellectual property rights in
such materials or names, descriptions and other references is intended or implied.
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(c) 2006 - Amazingbox.com, Inc. Out of This World Detective Ashley Clark From the
results of the detective work at the Phoenix Station, Ashley and the FBI have

narrowed the culprit down to one person, a man named Rad Ames. At first, Rad
tells Ashley that he's not a kidnapper, but by the time she realizes that he's lying,
it's too late. Rad has already disappeared and is moving on to steal other valuable
jewels from around the world. Can Ashley solve the case and escape? The answers
are not what you'd expect. Ashley Clark is a top-notch agent on the hunt for Rad
Ames. She's about to pick up her shoes when she realizes she forgot to bring her
purse. She's got just a minute to find the bag before her flight. Out of this world!

She steps into the sky, literally, and searches around the last flight to find her cell
phone. The tassel on her purse's strap is glowing. Through three different game
episodes Ashley's adventures takes on a surprising new twist as she investigates
the truth behind a series of mysterious kidnapping s. Time is running out as Rad

Ames is a dangerous and determined man. Can Ashley reach Rad before he
escapes and kidnaps another victim? Based on the TV show "LA Cops" of the same

name, and the character Detective Ashley Clark of the same title, featuring the
starring voice of Tara Strong as Detective Clark. Tradem

RPG Sounds - CyberPunk -Sound Pack Features Key:
Real-time battle system.
Cooperative 2 vs. 2 play.

20+ creatures to battle at any given time.
4 playable "sub-species". They can be unlocked after you advance in the story.

They exhibit a unique behavior: "automated" versus "behavioral", react differently
under certain circumstances and come in 2 different sizes.

20+ beasts to tame and utilize.
Far more traps than in Ultima.

Evil and good forces attacking each other.
Many ages of humankind and a shared global apocalypse.

Featured game-play videos.
Enhanced algorithm to get you in the zone quickly and keep your attention.

Become a reality writer and publish your stories later.
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Zenith Into Maronarium is a turn-based monster battling
game developed by a small team of game developers.
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Zenith Into Maronarium features

Real-time battle system.
Cooperative 2 vs. 2 play.
Battles takes place on customizable square grid. There is a fixed number of squares
in the grid (currently 16×16). Each square is a battle arena or a yard from where
monsters will spawn or gazebo where a beast will be summoned.
4 playable "sub-species". They can be unlocked after you advance in the story.
They exhibit a unique behavior: "automated" versus "behavioral", react differently
under certain circumstances and come in 2 different sizes.
. Can be obtained by working towards the "Mystery Gem"s they all feature.
20+ creatures to battle at any given time.
Battles can go anywhere on the grid. If one gets to the end of the field it is lost.
Chaotic, unpredictable situations
Possible to lose the battle if your combos exceed the limit of 9.
Pressure gauge!
Gothic feel
A lot of random battles to fight
Deadly Lord B-13(hidden)
Hanged prisoners
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